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Abstract—The current protocol for interdomain routing (BGP)
faces several problems which may compromise its future. Being
scalability and convergence the biggest cause of concern, forms
of scalable routing are a relevant contribution for this discussion.

This papers presents greedy routing, a form of scalable routing
with remarkable properties, e.g., the complexity in each node is
O(#neighbours) as opposed to O(#nodes). The applicability
of greedy routing is supported by studies concerning large-scale
networks on which the traditional routing schemes do not scale.
Being the Internet AS graph one of those networks [1], the
application of a greedy routing scheme for interdomain routing
could solve its scalability and convergence problems.

Index Terms—Routing, Internet Topology, Scale-free Net-
works, Greedy Routing

I. INTRODUCTION

BGP was initially defined when the Internet had a few
hundred ASes and it was fairly limited to academic usage.
Over the years, BGP has been updated to follow the evolution
of the Internet. Although BGP continues to support the current
functioning of interdomain routing, there are some critical
aspects that it does not manage quite well: scalability and
convergence due to the explosion of IP prefixes; lack of
techniques for inbound load balancing; growth of the number
of ASes and links; no security mechanism that prevent an AS
from advertising arbitrary prefixes, i.e., BGP does not support
prefix authentication, . . .

There are two major directions that researchers have been
taking in order to overcome the identified issues of BGP.
On the one hand, short-term fixes may delay the decline
of the present architecture or even solve its main problems
for some next years. Preventing withdrawal [2], differenti-
ating advertisements [3] and fine-tuning its timers, as well
as flushing obsolete paths [4] are examples of techniques
proposed to improve convergence time and scalability. On
the other hand, to sort out in a more definitive way the
convergence, scalability, security, quality of routes problems
and adding mobility support to the Internet, a totally new
approach and architecture are required. One common factor of
the new architectures [5], [6] is the separation of the current IP
address scheme into two address spaces: one to represent host
location (locator) and other for host identification (identifier).
Scalability is greatly improved by hierarchically organising the
locator space. This is also a common concern of the proposed
alternative routing schemes to BGP [7]–[10].

In parallel with the definition of proposals to the current and
future Internet, there has been studies regarding the structure
and topological characteristics of the Internet graph. Surpris-
ingly, most of these are common to other large-scale networks,
opening the possibility of applying mechanisms from these
networks to the Internet. The study of large-scale networks
has opened a new exciting field known as Networking Science.
Researchers acting on this area have proposed a new routing
strategy known as greedy routing [11]. According to this
routing strategy, each node only knows its characteristics and
the characteristics of its neighbours. With this information and
the characteristics of a given destination, a node is able to
greedily route a message by selecting the direct neighbour
closest to the destination. A successful greedy routing scheme
is highly scalable, requires less routing state and easily adapts
to dynamic networks. The question we pose in this paper is:
can greedy routing help to improve the aforementioned issues?

The contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we do a
short survey covering the most relevant Networking Science
results. Then, we discuss a preliminary approach of applying
a greedy routing scheme to interdomain routing.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
details the most relevant topological characteristics of scale-
free networks. Section III describes the greedy routing strategy,
its components as well as its suitability for scale-free networks.
Section IV presents a preliminary approach of defining a
greedy routing scheme for interdomain routing. Section V
states the values of evaluation metrics of the greedy routing
scheme. Finally, VI discusses the related work and section
VII ends this paper with some conclusions and presents future
work.

II. SCALE-FREE NETWORKS

The node distribution of several complex networks, such as
biological networks, social networks, cellular networks, col-
laboration networks, citation networks, the Internet backbone
[1], follows a power-law distribution. In order to differentiate
these networks from other complex networks which degree
distributions do not follow a power law, they were designated
as scale-free networks since most of their properties are
independent of the scale. A power law distribution of the
generic degree d is P (d ≥ k) = k−α. The main property
of this distribution is scale invariance: applying a scale factor



to the distribution variable leads only to a proportional scaling
of the distribution, thus maintaining its properties. The current
Internet AS graph also follows a power law with exponent
1,9. The main topological properties that characterise scale-
free networks are presented in the following items.

Small World and Network Navigability: In 1969, an
interesting experience was performed by Milgram et al. [12].
They asked some random individuals (sources) to send a
letter to a specific person (destination), from whom they (the
sources) only knew his/her name, age, occupation and city
of residence. The sources had to pass the letter to people
they knew, who were chosen based on the characteristics of
the destination in order to maximise the probability of the
letter reaching its destination. Surprisingly, 30% of the letters
reached their destination and needed only a small number of
intermediate people, 5.2 hops on average, even though sources
had no global knowledge of the human acquaintance network
topology.

Recently, the small-world property has been precisely de-
fined as follows: a network holds the small-world property
if the shortest paths between any two pair of nodes scales, at
most, logarithmically with the network size [13]. Several scale-
free networks hold this property, such as social networks and
the Internet backbone.

Norros and Reittu [14] have demonstrated that in graphs
with N nodes whose degree distribution follows a power
law with exponent α ∈ [1, 2], the distance between any two
nodes is of the order loglogN . These networks are called
superscalable or ultra-small world graphs.

Network Resilience: Scale-free networks are more resilient
to random attacks than random networks since the majority of
the network has a low degree [15]. By contrast, in random
graphs nodes tend to have a similar and more balanced role in
network functioning. Therefore, they are less robust than scale-
free networks. However, scale-free networks are less robust
under target attacks to high degree nodes.

Assortativity: Assortativity measures selective linking be-
tween nodes, i.e., the preference which nodes have to be
connected to others of the same type or of other types.
While social-networks are highly assortative, since people
tend to be related to persons which are similar in some way,
other scale-free networks, such as the Internet and Biological
networks, are disassortative [13]. For instance, the Internet
can be simply divided in three groups: high-degree nodes
(T1 backbone operators), transit nodes (ISPs) and end nodes
(stubs). Although it is very unlikely that stubs are connected
to T1s, there are several links between backbone operators and
ISPs as well as between ISPs and stubs, which may overcome
the number of connections within each group.

Clustering: One characteristic that clearly distinguishes
scale-free networks from random graphs is clustering or transi-
tivity [13], i.e., if node X is connected to node Y and node Y is
connected to Z, it is highly probable that node X is connected
to node Z. In the context of social networks, it means that a
friend of your friend is also your friend. We have calculated
the average clustering coefficient of the CAIDA AS graph [16],

which is ' 0.011. This is lower than the ones found in other
scale-free networks [13] since there is unlikely to have the
following relations in the Internet AS graph: (i) two customer
of a given provider being connected; (ii) a node having two
providers which are connected, if the two providers are not
from the core.

Network Construction Model: Derek Price [17] defined
the cumulative advantage mechanism as the underlying growth
principle of scale-free networks construction: the rate at which
a node gets new connections is proportional to its degree. This
property is sometimes dubbed as ”the rich get richer”.

III. GREEDY ROUTING

The term greedy routing was firstly introduced by Jon
Kleinberg in [11] to characterise the type of routing used
in the experience of Milgram et al. [12]: (i) each node has
only information regarding its neighbours and the destination;
(ii) in each hop, the message is routed to the nearest neighbour
towards the destination node. The notion of the nearest neigh-
bour is given by a distance function among network nodes
based on the information associated with each node.

In addition, Jon Kleinberg defined a model in which each
node is represented in a coordinate space and it only knows
the coordinates of its neighbours. In order to send a message
from a source node to a destination node, each node sends
the message to the nearest neighbour towards the destination.
Geographically-inspired routing is an example of this type of
routing strategy.

If successful, a greedy routing algorithm has the following
highly interesting properties:
• Small routing state: each node needs only to maintain

information regarding its neighbours. There is no routing
state maintenance cost in the sense that there is no need
to exchange messages in order to perform routing;

• Small routing stretch1;
• Robustness: in scale-free networks, even if a considerable

number of simultaneous failures happen it ensures near
full reachability maintaining a small routing stretch value.

In order to build a successful greedy routing algorithm,
several interrelated problems must be solved:
• devise a method to map the network topology into a

coordinate space, i.e., an embedding of the network;
• construct a distance function acting on nodes coordinates;
• elaboration of a concrete routing algorithm dealing with

route optimality criterion and the dead-end problem, i.e.,
when a message reaches a node where it cannot make
any further progress but to get back through an already
known path to find an alternative one.

A. Greedy routing in scale-free networks

Boguñá et al. [18] have defined a general model, based on
the concept of node similarity, as the underlying mechanism
to explain the navigability properties and the greedy routing

1Stretch is the ratio between the length of paths chosen by a routing
algorithm and optimal ones, e.g., shortest paths.



success in scale-free networks. This model does not address
the engineering problems of technological networks since it
focuses on the topological properties of scale-free networks.
The model explains the Milgram’s experience and can be
applied to other scale-free networks. With this model, nodes
characteristics define how similar they are, which is abstracted
as a hidden distance, which defines a hidden metric space
guiding the routing on the network and influencing its structure
[18]. The (hidden) distance is coupled with the network
structure in the following form:
a) the smaller the distance between two nodes, the higher the

probability that they are topologically connected;
b) if a given node A is close to node B and node B is close

to another node C, then nodes A and C are also close as
a consequence of the triangle inequality 2;

c) it is highly probable that the triangular relationship ABC
exists in the network topology, which explains the strong
clustering of scale-free networks.

The metric space plays a central role in the success of
greedy network navigation and has a major impact in the
embedding and distance function definition.

The navigability of scale-free networks can be illustrated
using an example from passenger air travel, using the greedy
routing strategy guided by a metric space with a distance
function based on a combination of geography and airport
size. At each airport it is chosen the next-hop airport which
is geographically closest to the destination. The navigation
process has two symmetric phases. The first phase is a coarse-
grained search, in which a zoom-out mechanism is applied:
from a small local airport to a larger hub at a larger distance
3. Large hub airports are connected to the majority of other
large hub airports. The turning point between the two phases
is when the navigation process reaches the closest large hub
to the destination. From here begins the second phase, a fine-
grained search towards the destination airport.

The navigation process, i.e., the zoom out/zoom in mecha-
nisms, works efficiently if the airport network topology and the
underlying metric space exhibits the following two properties:
• the network has enough hub airports to provide an

increasing degree sequence during the zoom-out phase;
• the next greedy hop from a remote low-degree node is a

node with a higher degree so that greedy paths normally
move first to the highly connected network core.

These conditions are fundamental to ensure that local loops
do not occur. Specifically to the air travelling example, an
airport network without enough clustering would result in a
path with several hops among small nearby airports, reaching
the destination after many hops. In the worst case, when
travelling through those small airports, it is possible to reach
one that does not have any other connections closer to the
destination, facing a dead end. This suggests that scale-free
networks are suitable for greedy routing since they comprise

2d(A, C) ≤ d(A, B) + d(B, C), being d the distance function.
3Note that there are other flights (hops) between the small airport and the

large hub using medium airports.

a large number of hubs, i.e., high-degree nodes, as well as
strong clustering.

IV. GREEDY ROUTING FOR INTERDOMAIN ROUTING : A
PRELIMINARY APPROACH

The application of greedy routing in the Internet comprises:
a) the construction of a mapping of the network topology into
a coordinate space; b) the definition of a distance function
to be used in the coordinate space; c) the definition of a
concrete greedy routing algorithm. There are two metrics that
are commonly used to evaluate the suitability of a greedy
routing algorithm to the Internet:
• stretch using shortest paths as reference;
• success ratio, the percentage of nodes which are reachable

through the greedy routing algorithm.
While in some networks, e.g., wireless networks, overlay,

etc. it is possible to compute geographic coordinates, or
synthetic ones for their nodes, based on latency, these methods
are not well suited for the Internet AS Graph for various
reasons:
• there are several ASes which do not have a well-defined

geographic location, e.g., tier-1 ASes;
• typically, coordinates devised from latency are dynam-

ically computed, thus the coordinate system does not
ensure convergence;

• latencies are not symmetric, i.e., many routes are asym-
metric ;

• it does not always ensure the triangle inequality [19].
We have defined a method to assign synthetic coordinates

based on routing requirements. We follow the approach of
LISP [5] which divides the IP address space into two address
ones: locator and identifier space. Although hosts continue to
use IP addresses (End-point Identifiers-EID) to communicate
with each other, EIDs concern only with the domain (AS)
where the host resides. In order to reach a host a Routing
Locator (RLOC) is needed, i.e., IP addresses hierarchically
organised and bounded to a domain (AS). Mapping EIDs to
RLOCs is outside the scope of this paper.

We take NIRA [10] as a model to organise the locator space.
We consider a set of ASes which follow a definition of the
presence of a core in scale-free networks, as the Internet AS
graph. In NIRA tier-1 (core) ASes that have globally unique IP
prefixes from which they allocate non-overlapping sub-prefixes
to their customers. This induces a provider-customer hierarchy
from each tier-1 AS composed by the set of its customers,
direct and indirect, i.e., which have a sub-prefix derived from
the prefix of the tier-1 AS.

In our model each AS has a coordinate for each provider-
hierarchy it pertains, which represents a way of reaching the
core. As each prefix is bounded to one AS, a mapping com-
ponent from a prefix to the corresponding set of coordinates
is needed in order to perform routing at the inter-AS level.
We assume that such component is present in an architecture
where our routing scheme could be applied. In addition, if two
ASes having a provider-customer or peering relationship have



more than one direct link between them, we only consider one
link in our routing scheme.

A. Provider-Customer Hierarchies

We use the CAIDA AS graph [16], a snapshot of the
real AS graph with 33508, as our working foundation. This
graph comprises four types of links: a) customer-provider;
b) provider-customer; c) peer-peer; d) sibling-sibling link4.

We divide the locator space in non-disjoint provider-
customer hierarchies, i.e., an AS can be in more than one
provider-customer hierarchy. Each hierarchy is rooted in a
different AS from the core. Following the kernel definition
presented in [14], the core can be modelled as follows:
• Kn (Vn, En) - a clique composed by peer-peer links
• ∀v ∈ Vn : v ∈ Vo, degree(v) >

√
#(Vo), 6

∃e(v, vi,−1) ∈ Eo, vi ∈ Vo
This definition of the core comprises all the ASes that have a

degree >
√

#(Vo) [14] and that are transit-only, i.e., which are
not customer of any other AS. We extend the above definition
to include ASes with degree >

√
#(Vo), that are not transit-

only but are only customers of ASes from the initial definition
of the core. As a result, the core is composed by 14 ASes.

In table IV-A it is shown the number of ASes which pertain
to a given number n of hierarchies, n ∈ {1..#(Vk)}. Two
patterns can be identified in table IV-A: 17 % of total nodes
pertain to few hierarchies (1 or 2) and 79 % of total nodes are
in all hierarchies.

TABLE I
NUMBER OF NODES IN n HIERARCHIES, n ∈ {1..#(Vk)}

# Nodes Hierarchies
2700 1
2507 2
697 3
899 4 - 9

26496 14

B. An Euclidean Metric Space

We have defined a Metric Space (ξ, %) in the Euclidean
Plane. The set ξ is described in the next section, as a sub-set
of R2. In the following subsection the metric % will be defined.

1) Coordinate Distribution Model: The distribution of co-
ordinates comprises two phases: firstly, the coordinates of core
nodes are manually assigned; secondly, from the coordinate
of the core node, coordinates are set along the correspondent
provider-customer hierarchy. This process can be defined as
follows:
• ∀v ∈ Vk, its coordinates are manually assigned;
• ∀vk ∈ Vk,∀v ∈ Vvk

with coordinates = (vx, vy),
∀vs ∈ successorsprovider−customer(v,Gvk

), v assigns
(f(vx, vs), f(vy, vs)) to vs

We concentrate our design in the R2+ part of the Euclidean
Plane, though it can be applied to the all R2 as it will be dis-
cussed later. Core nodes are disposed in a semi-circumference

4A sibling-sibling link connects two ASes managed by the same company.

with radius = #(Vk)4 [20]. Each core node is associated with
an arc of the semi-circumference and is placed in the middle of
it, as can be seen in the figure 1. The lines which pass through
the ends of each core node arc delimit the region associated
with that node, where the coordinates of its provider-customer
hierarchy nodes will be assigned.

Fig. 1. Region of a core node

For simplicity, we will only define the coordinate assign-
ment method for a core node, and then describe the difference
for further levels of the provider-customer hierarchy. Each core
node has the following information: a) distance to centre: core
radius; b) its angle; c) growth factor of distance to centre;
d) boundaries of its region in the x-Axis: min,max and its
width χ = (max−min) = kernel radius/#(Vk).

Fig. 2. Coordinate assignment to customers of a core node

The kernel node customers are placed in an arc of the
semi-circumference centred in the origin with radius =
distance to centre × growth factor, as in figure 2. Consider
nc as the number of customers of the kernel node, the region
width χ is divided in (3× nc + nc + 2) spaces with length δ.
Starting from min+ δ, each customer is placed at the middle
of its region and within 3 × δ to the consecutive customer.
As all customers are placed in a semi-circumference centred
in the origin, they all have the same norm. That spaces are
needed to ensure that in each hop, when moving towards a
destination node, it is chosen the provider which will lead to
the destination node, i.e., the closest node to the destination is
the provider of the provider of the ... of the destination node.
Moreover, each customer has a region of 3 × δ width and
correspondent boundaries minc = min+ δ + 3× (i− 1)× δ
and maxc = min+δ+3×(i−1)×δ+δ, being i ∈ {1, ..., nc}.
Finally, a rotation of the kernel node angle is applied to
determine the final coordinates of each customer.

In further levels of a provider-customer hierarchy the same
method is applied, though with different values from each
parent node. The growth factor is the same for all levels as
well as the kernel node angle in a given provider-customer
hierarchy. The distance to centre and the boundaries of each
node region are the values which are specific to each node.



2) Metric: Given two points in ξ ⊂ R2,
a(xa, ya) and b(xb, yb), the distance between a and b is
given by the following expression:

%(a, b) = (‖ a ‖ + ‖ b ‖)× ε(a, b)

where ε(a, b) corresponds to the euclidean distance in R2 and
||a|| = ε(a, (0, 0) ).

C. Greedy Routing in an Euclidean Metric Space

The classical greedy forwarding strategy does not consider
the distance between the current node and its neighbours, only
the distance between the neighbour and the destination node.
We have made a slight modification to the classical greedy
forwarding strategy. In our greedy routing algorithm not only
the closest neighbour to the destination is selected but the one
which is also closer to the current node. Formally, in each hop
it is selected the node which matches the following condition:

min( %(current, neighbour) + %(neighbour, destination) )

We divide the functioning of the greedy routing algorithm
for interdomain routing in two modes: routing in different
hierarchies and routing in the same hierarchy. As regards to
routing in different hierarchies, a normal route is of the form:
a chain of customer-provider links towards the core, a peering
link in the core followed by a chain of provider-customer
links towards the destination. The distribution of coordinates
along with the metric % lead to the following route: shortest
path from the source node to the core, one hop in the core,
followed by the shortest path from the core to the destination.
The choice of coordinates determines from which provider-
customer hierarchies the message goes through, towards the
core and towards the destination, as in NIRA [10]. The
complete proof that the metric % leads to the mentioned path
between ASes from different hierarchies is presented in [20].

In what concerns routing in the same hierarchy, the short-
est path would be a chain of customer-provider links, an
inversion of the path, i.e., from customer-provider links to
provider-customer links, in a common provider of source
and destination nodes, or a common provider of source and
destination providers, and so on, followed by a chain of
provider-customer links towards the destination. However,
with metric %, the choice of the inversion node can be faulty,
i.e., it can lead to a dead-end as can be seen in figure 3.
Node AS5 is the neighbour of AS2 that is closer to the
DST node, though it is impossible to reach DST node from
AS2. As source and destination nodes are too close, we
enforce the following path: shortest path to the core node
of that hierarchy followed by the shortest path towards the
destination. This path is identified in figure 3 by blue links:
SRC−AS4, AS4−AS2, AS2−AS1, AS1−AS3, AS3−AS6
and finally AS6−DST .

V. EVALUATION

Using the CAIDA AS graph [16] we have verified that our
approach achieves full success ratio [20], i.e., it is possible to
reach every pair of nodes in the network without reaching a

Fig. 3. Invalid Chosen of the Invert AS

dead-end. However, the average stretch obtained for the base
greedy routing scheme was 1.401 [20]. This value is due to the
fact that the above base greedy routing algorithm only explores
strict hierarchically paths, ignoring intra and inter-hierarchies
peering links.

Optimisation of the Base Scheme

Each AS has its own region from which it assigns coor-
dinates and sub-regions to its clients, which in turn repeat
the same process to their clients. Having a coordinate and a
region, determining if the coordinate pertains to the region is
straightforward. Therefore, the two ASes involved in a peering
link, either inter or intra-hierarchies, can exchange their own
regions in order to verify the possibility of usage of that
peering link. Remember that a peering link can only be used
by the direct and indirect customers of the two ASes involved
in the peering link.

When choosing the next hop, if the neighbour chosen is
connected via a peering link, the following conditions have to
be verified:
• the source coordinates belong to a region of the current

node, i.e., it is a customer of the current node;
• the destination coordinate refers to a region of the other

node in the peering link.
Each AS can control to which customer(s) it allows the peering
link to be used, by sending sub-regions of its own region.
Although this increases the amount of data that each node
has to maintain, it is only exchanged between the two ASes
involved in the peering link. Besides rare modifications, the
data concerning the control of peering links does not increase
the network traffic. This optimisation, albeit not being a pure
greedy routing strategy and slightly increasing routing state,
would reduce the overall routing stretch since several packets
would follow a shortcut using a peering link, instead of having
to pass through the core.

VI. RELATED WORK

Earliest versions of greedy routing applications relied upon
real geographic position information [21], [22], e.g., as deter-
mined by a GPS device and wireless ad-hoc routing scenarios
seemed to be the ideal context to study if the approach would
be viable. However, there are several problems concerning
with wireless communication which complicate the application
of greedy routing in those networks: a) decreased signal



strength; b) unknown obstacles; c) weather conditions; d) hid-
den terminal problem; e) multipath propagation. Nonetheless,
even if the embedding problem has been solved, another
problem arises: how a node knows the coordinates of a
destination node? Several proposals have been presented in
the literature, though they are limited by the aforementioned
problems.

To our best knowledge, there is no solid proposal of a
greedy routing scheme for interdomain routing. There are
some embedding proposals for arbitrary graphs [23], [24]
that rely upon a spanning tree, though this leads to a non-
utilisation of several links. Moreover, some geographically
inspired proposals concerning the Internet [25], [26] rely upon
volatile distance measures, i.e., latency, which leads to the
continuing computation of coordinates.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This proposal is a first essay of using a greedy routing
approach for interdomain routing in the Internet. Next we
discuss how some of the features of BGP could be performed
using our greedy routing scheme as well as how it improves
some of the identified critical issues of BGP. We conclude
revising several open problems.

BGP uses policy filters in order to guarantee valley-free
paths and correct usage of peering links. The paths induced
by our greedy routing scheme do not violate those navigability
restrictions and do not lead to dead-ends.

Each AS can define a preference mechanism similar to the
Local Preference attribute in BGP: an AS can check if the
destination coordinate is one of its direct or indirect customers,
or one of the customers of one of its peers, by verifying if a
given coordinate pertains to a given region.

In our greedy routing scheme ASes do not continuously
exchange messages concerning the routing protocol. Only
configuration messages are rarely exchanged between pairs of
ASes. In addition, the amount of data that each AS has to
maintain is in the order of the number of provider-customer
hierarchies times the number of neighbours.

Since our greedy routing scheme allows an AS to be reached
via alternative paths from the core, when available, it is
possible to control inbound load-balancing using the mapping
system. LISP [5] has a mechanism which allows to perform
inbound load-balancing as well as route differentiation in the
network edge, instead of including it in the routing scheme.
Furthermore, monitoring of link faults should also be done
at the edge. Several links can be used in parallel in order to
improve fault tolerance [7].

In order to prevent re-computation of coordinates when
adding new customers, free spaces can be left in regions at
different levels. The number of free spaces needed can be
measure based on the evolution of the AS relationships in the
last years [27].

Finally, in order to complement the greedy routing scheme
we need to define an enhanced distance function which would
lead to shortest paths for routing within the same hierarchy.
Moreover, the main follow up work is the definition of a new

architecture for interdomain routing which comprises traffic
engineering, mobility and security mechanisms, while using
greedy routing to perform interdomain routing.
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